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Discraft buzzz esp

MVP Holiday Mystery Pack Discs were amazing! I received many different disks in multiple plastics. The new shiny plastic reactor was amazing, so bright and glowing lasts forever. I also got some of the same mold in different plastics, which was fun to experiment with. Two Teslin and two Pilots, pretty cool. I really appreciate the opportunity to be able to try
out so many different molds for so much value! That's right, MVP! Buzzz ESP is a popular mid-range golf disc from Discraft. This high-speed mid-range driver is modelled on the popular Wasp, but it is designed to fly more straight. This disc will hold any line when it is thrown hard, which makes it great for those hizerers or anhizers with a long approach. Buzzz
has a low profile, which makes it a solid performer even in windy conditions. This disc is made of Discraft's super durable ESP plastic, which combines the strength of elite-Z plastic with improved Elite-X plastic adhesion. Don't hesitate, grab the buzzz and take the poor from those shots that require extreme precision! Features: Stability Assessment: +.5
Durable ESP Plastics 5|4|-1|1 Worldwide Shipping with FedEX, Canada Post and DHL and continue to expand our shipping network. Photos and weights Most of the discs attached to the right photo and smoved. Owner Operated We take care of our business and our customers. Secure payments We do not store credit card information nor do we have
access to your credit card information. Discraft Newsletters your email: Several players agree: Buzzz™ is the best golf disc you can buy, period. This is a very reliable flying midfield that you will find over and over again. Throw it hard and versatile Buzzz™ will hold any line you put on. Discraft's 30-year reputation for consistency means that if you lose it, just
pull out a new one and work again. Read more about stability ratings Available in: D, X, Z, ESP, FLX, With FLX, Ti Buzzz's verified disk golf ace leader: DiscGolfScene.com reports that 5,468 aces posted on the page, Buzzz is the most common ace disk that has been thrown for about 1 out of every 14 aces! -DiscGolfScene.com perfect choice for precision
and control in most all situations -Nate Doss Absolutely the best middle of the market. Michael Johansen Will go straight or hyzer or anhyzer Mark Ellis The freshman drive in the bag. Liz Carr The most golfing disc ever. Kirk Yoo Cete say about Buzzz???? Home / Discraft ESP Buzzz Description Disc type: Mid-range speed: 5 Scrolls: 4 Turn: -1 Fade: 1 More
disc golf players agree: Buzzz is the best disc golf disk that you can buy, period. This is a very reliable flying midfield that you will find over and over again. Throw it hard and versatile Buzzz will hold any line you put on. Stamps Can Vary Reviews
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